The modified vaccination technique designed to prevent and cure acute and chronic disorders.
In spite of enormous efforts there have been no solutions to date for preventing/terminating certain acute and chronic disorders of humans by vaccination or drugs. Yet it is well understood that if the target antigen (ag) could be presented appropriately to the cells of the immune system then solutions could be found. Recently, the Barabas research group has introduced and described the third vaccination method - called modified vaccination technique (MVT) - which has the ability to provide a corrective immune response in experimental animals with an autoimmune kidney disease. Injections of immune complexes - made up of the target ag and specific non-pathogenic IgM antibodies directed against the target ag - achieved downregulation of pathogenic immune responses and tolerance to self was regained. Utilizing the immune system's natural abilities to respond to corrective information, the MVT technique was able to prevent an autoimmune kidney disease from occurring (prophylactic effect) in experimental animals, and when present, terminating it (therapeutic effect) specifically and without measurable side effects.It is predicted that the application of the MVT will have the potential in the future to revolutionize the preventative and therapeutic options for dealing with chronic disorders in humans (such as autoimmune disease, cancer and acute chronic infections) and achieve cures.